Use the web URL address only for sources that might be difficult to find or if required by your professor. Enclose the address in angle brackets <http://www.etc> following the date you accessed the material. NOTE: ALL lines, including long quotes and works cited, should be **DOUBLE-SPACED**.

For additional information, come to the Writing Center or visit the MLA website at http://www.mla.org

**LIBRARY ONLINE DATABASE**

In-text “Intelligent design” is a hypothesis of creationism (Weis).


**ONLINE MAGAZINES OR NEWSPAPERS**

In-text Shenk discusses the many and surprising attributes of happiness.


**GOVERNMENT WEB PAGE**

In-text One of the many hopes expressed in the preamble to the Constitution is that it will “secure the blessings of liberty” for the United States (United States).


In-text Academic scholarships are non-taxable if certain conditions are met (United States).


**E-MAIL**

In-text The Modern Language Association would not grant permission to use downloaded material from their web site because of “company policy” (Henry).

Citation Henry, Marcia. “Re: Permission to Use Downloaded Material.” Email to the author. 22 Sept. 1998.

**SCHOLARLY PROJECT OR INFORMATION DATABASE**

In-text The phantom of “poets of old lands” directs Whitman to write of war, a bidding that he claims to follow.


**CORPORATE WEB PAGE**

In-text Microsoft offers its employees benefits such as flexible work hours, matching volunteer hours, and health club memberships (Microsoft).

Citation Microsoft. “How many benefits can one guy use in one day?” View <myWorld>. Web. 15 June 2009. Video.
LECTURE OR SPEECH

In-text While the rate of infectious diseases has declined in developed nations, the rate of chronic and degenerative diseases has increased (Franco).

Citation Franco, Marie-Dominic. “History of diseases and current global health.” Regis University College Core Seminar (CCS) 400. Denver, CO. 3 Nov. 2008. Lecture.

INTERVIEW

In-text The Regis Writing Center conducts approximately 1,600 sessions each year (Rossini).

Citation Rossini, Carol. Personal interview. 26 Jan. 2009.

FILM, DVD, VIDEO

In-text Tolerance is examined not only as an express racial entity but also as an unknown object of fear in the person of Boo Radley (To Kill).


IMAGES

In-text 9th century BC Etruscan urns found in Bologna, Italy, were decorated with geometric shapes but included no humans or animals (“Biconical Urn”).


WORKS CITED

- Alphabetize sources by the author's last name, followed by the complete first name and initials (if any). If there is no author, editor, or translator's name, use the first significant word in the title (omit words such as “The” and “An”). Do not use separate categories for books, periodicals, etc.
- DOUBLE SPACE all entries.
- Always include the site address enclosed in angle brackets <http://etc> preceded by the date you accessed the site. For example,
- Page numbers should not be included unless the electronic source provides them. Your printer will number pages differently from other printers. If the source provides a total or range of page numbers, include those in your works cited. If paragraph numbers are provided by the source, include them in the citation with the abbreviation “par.” or “pars.” in place of page numbers. For example,

NOTE: The first line of all works cited is flush with the left margin and all consecutive lines are indented one tab stop (five spaces). For example,
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